FEFCO E-commerce
Workshop
12-13 March 2009
Mercure Hotel in Lille Airport,
Lesquin - France
The Communications Committee of FEFCO
continues its programme of practical
Workshops. The theme this year is
e-commerce, a dynamic segment that is
still in its infancy.
About 15 people attended this very
focused workshop and they were given the
opportunity to visit the la Redoute facilities,
a privilege that very few people can claim
to have enjoyed! The activities began with
a general introduction about e-commerce
and ended with a dinner.

Day 1 – General Introduction

Trends
& opportunities in e-commerce
by Jean Pitz - Consultant in Strategy &
Management
The first presentation was given by Jean Pitz,
a former manager within the GIB Group, the
n°1 Belgian retailer. Jean’s career with GIB
covered a wide variety of activities such as
finance, logistics, store management, purchasing and also internet activities. Today he

uses his experience and expertise as a consultant specialising in strategy and project
management.

was given by Jean Pitz who underlined the
successful launch of the Black Socks web
site: www.blacksocks.com

This presentation aimed to deliver general
information but also highlighted some trends
of particular importance for the packaging
industry, which are summarised as follows:

The business model of this site was deve
loped around the idea that it is possible to
fit an envelope into anyone’s mail box, so
they managed to fit 3 pairs of socks into an
envelope in order to avoid the picking issue and they also developed a subscription
system with automatic repeat delivery every three months.

From Atoms to Bits
One of the big challenges the industry faces is the fact that products are increasingly
digitalized and have been transformed from
being a physical object to a virtual medium.
This means that the volume of packaging
needed to pack some products is decreasing (CD > MP3; DVD > Internet download;
Book > eBook; Software; travel- e-tickets).
Logistics is the weak part of e-commerce
Because:
- Boxes cannot always be delivered at home.
- Picking points are not always practical and
there is still much room for improvement.
Jean believes
that clever solutions can
be found and
those who are
able to develop them could
be the winners
of the e-commerce battle.
A good example of the
adaptation of
the packaging
to the product

Participants ready to stride along the 30 km of conveyers of the La Redoute site
of La Martinoire
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Augmented
packaging - online trends
and technologies that can influence
packaging” By Martijn Arts - Total
Active Media
The second speaker, Managing Director of
Total Active Media, gave a very unusual and
colourful speech with many futuristic and innovative packaging ideas. He demonstrated that many developments will soon have
a great impact on the packaging industry
(inks developments, RFID which will become
a standard in logistics, on demand printing,
internet tools, etc…) but also on our way of
living and buying.
First he set the scene with definitions of web
1.0, web 2.0, web 3.0, web 4.0… part of a
vocabulary that a short time ago did not even
exist. He described the world in which our
children will live and showed a video featuring
unusual developments that may not be as
unrealistic in the future as they appear today.
He defined the many functions of packaging
design as follows:
– Sales & Promotion,
– Informing customers

In the coming months FEFCO is planning
to organise a workshop on RFID. The
information will be posted on the FEFCO
web site.

– Containing contents
– (bar-) coding products
– Fun, art and entertainment
– Social bonding & making friends
– Identity
– High-tech
– Sending a message

Martijn Arts presented his vision of the
future; according to him, buying will be
turned into a real experience, informing will
become more educational; and containing
the content could aso mean improving it.
Packaging will become more emotional and
personalised thanks to new technologies.
The technologies which will have a big impact
in the coming years will probably be: RFID,
Augmented Reality (the ability to see the
inside of a packaging thanks to sophisticated
RFID labels and sensors), printing on demand,
inks (e-inks). Mobile devices will become a
must (mainly through the use of the mobile
phone).
He also reminded us that 10 years ago, most
of what happens on the internet would not
have been considered possible, which is why
we have to get ready for the future and its
unpredictable possibilities….

Some of these futuristic themes can be
viewed by visiting the Total Active Media
website at www.totalactivemedia.nl

Day 2 - Visit to the La Redoute Facilities
in Wattrelos - Tourcoing , France
Philippe Lecomte – responsible for indirect
purchasing , gave a very informative and
detailed presentation about the activities
of La Redoute and of the Redcats group to
which it belongs.
The main points concerning the Redcats
Group are summarised in Column 3.
He also indicated that 42.2 % of the Redcats
Group’s sales were generated by internet,
but that 45.5 % still come from catalogue
activities, with the remainder generated by
their dedicated stores. Fashion & accessories
is the biggest category with more than 69 %
of the sales, followed by home furnishing and
decoration.
Following the main presentation an interesting discussion took place about the picking points system which clearly is one of the
main assets of La Redoute mail order deli
very system.

Facts about the Redcats
Group
General

data
– €3.699 billion Sales in 2008
– 48,1% of home shopping sales made online in 2008 vs. 4% in 2001
– 51,7% sales originating outside France
in 2008 (France: 48,3%; United States:
29,7%; Scandinavia : 8,7 %; Rest of the
world: 13,3%)
– 29 million active customers
– 33 million visitors a month on all Redcats
merchant sites combined
– 80% of products are designed in-house

Workforce

– 20 031 employees (end 2008)

Distribution

channels & logistics
– Over 60 merchant websites
– Over 30 catalogues
– More than 600 stores in France and
internationally
– A very high percentage of the deliveries
are going through the picking point
– Direct home delivery represent a much
lower percentage

Leadership

market
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ComCom

– No.3 home shopping company worldwide in fashion and home decoration
– No.1 home shopping in France,
Scandinavia and Portugal
– No.1 website in France with laredoute.fr
(BtoC, excluding services)
– No.1 women’s apparel and n°2 home
linen with La Redoute in France
– No.4 children’s apparel with Vertbaudet,
Cyrillus and La Redoute in France
– No.1 mail order company in plus-sizes
and N° 3 catalogue sales in the USA
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